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ABSTRACT
While keyphrase extraction has received considerable attention in
recent years, relatively few studies exist on extracting keyphrases
from social media platforms such as Twitter, and even fewer for
extracting disaster-related keyphrases from such sources. During a
disaster, keyphrases can be extremely useful for filtering relevant
tweets that can enhance situational awareness. Previously, joint
training of two different layers of a stacked Recurrent Neural Net-
work for keyword discovery and keyphrase extraction had been
shown to be effective in extracting keyphrases from general Twit-
ter data. We improve the model’s performance on both general
Twitter data and disaster-related Twitter data by incorporating con-
textual word embeddings, POS-tags, phonetics, and phonological
features. Moreover, we discuss the shortcomings of the often used
F1-measure for evaluating the quality of predicted keyphrases with
respect to the ground truth annotations. Instead of the F1-measure,
we propose the use of embedding-based metrics to better capture
the correctness of the predicted keyphrases. In addition, we also
present a novel extension of an embedding-based metric. The ex-
tension allows one to better control the penalty for the difference
in the number of ground-truth and predicted keyphrases.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Keyphrase extraction is the task of automatically extracting words
or phrases from a text, which concisely represent the essence of
the text. Keyphrases can be used for multiple tasks including text
summarization, classification, and opinion mining. They can also be
highly valuable for retrieving relevant documents when searching
for specific information. In particular, keyphrases can be used to
organize and retrieve useful information from Twitter.
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Twitter is an online social media platform, where people com-
municate via short, terse messages (“tweets”). Due to the ease of
posting a tweet, and the popularity of the platform, Twitter can
provide up-to-date news around the world, faster than standard me-
dia outlets. Thus, in recent years, Twitter has become an important
source of real-time information [55, 61]. Specifically, during crisis
situations, Twitter has revolutionized the way in which affected
populations communicate with response organizations [6, 8]. On
one hand, the affected populations can follow and spread the latest
updates from government and response organizations on Twitter.
On the other hand, affected individuals can post information that
can be used to enhance situational awareness and, in some cases,
save lives. Emergency hotlines, such as 911, could be overwhelmed
by the large number of calls received during major disasters, and
as a consequence, individuals often turn to social media, including
Twitter, to request assistance [14, 23, 29, 45]. For example, a North
Carolina family was rescued during Hurricane Florence after post-
ing the following message on Twitter: ‘If anybody could help. . . our
car is under water and so is our house. Stuck in the attic. Phone is
about to die. Please send help’ [23].
While social media can help enhance situational awareness, facil-
itate rescue operations, and ultimately save lives, its value is highly
unexploited by response teams, in part due to the lack of tools that
can help filter relevant, informative, and actionable information
posted during disasters [60]. To address this limitation, the annota-
tion of tweets with informative keyprhases can enable filtering of
actionable information by the disaster management and response
teams, in real time. In fact, in Twitter, hashtags assigned directly by
the users posting the tweets are sometimes used to annotate tweets
and can be seen as keyprases useful for filtering. However, a vast
majority of tweets do not have any hashtags associated with them,
as illustrated by a dataset we crawled during several crisis events
that happened in the fall of 2017. Thus, to speed up the search
and retrieval of potentially actionable disaster tweets posted by
affected individuals, there is an urgent need for methods that can
automatically extract keyphrases from tweets without primarily
relying on hashtags. The extracted keyphrases can potentially be
recommended to users as they are typing their messages, and thus
a smaller number of relevant tweets would be retrieved by systems
that facilitate filtering of information for the response teams.
Keyphrase extraction from tweets, however, is a non-trivial task
due to the tweets’ informal nature, noisiness and short length (cur-
rently, tweets have a limit of 280 characters). These factors limit
the utility of many of the existing unsupervised keyword extrac-
tion techniques, which are designed to work on longer text using
term-frequencies, word co-occurrences, and clustering methods.
Recently, researchers started to explore keyphrase extraction from
single tweets using deep-learning models. For example, Zhang et al.
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[63] proposed a model based on joint-layer Recurrent Neural Net-
works (RNNs) and achieved an F1-score of 80.97% when used to
extract keyphrases from the general Twitter. However, this RNN-
based model has not been extended to extract keyphrases from
tweets posted in a specific context, e.g., during a disaster. In fact,
there is a distinctive lack of works for extracting keyphrases from
disaster tweets. This task is especially challenging as the vocab-
ulary used during a disaster is focused and limited, as compared
to the vocabulary in a general collection of tweets. Furthermore,
the keyphrases extracted should reflect information related to the
event, people involved and their locations, the type of assistance
needed, the type of situational awareness provided, etc. Thus, our
research agenda is designed to answer the following questions:
(1) Can we enhance the existing model to improve its performance
on both disaster tweets and general tweets?
(2) How do the joint-layer-Recurrent Neural Network based models
trained on general tweets perform on disaster tweets?
(3) How well do the joint-layer-Recurrent Neural Network models
perform when trained and tested on disaster tweet data?
Regarding question (1), we discovered that adding contextual word
information, phonetics and phonological features, along with part
of speech (POS) tag information, tends to increase the performance
of the model on both the general domain and the disaster domain,
when training the model on data from the relevant domain. Regard-
ing question (2), it is expected that the model will not perform very
well if trained on a general-domain Twitter data and tested on a
specific-domain data (e.g., disaster data). However, considering that
the general training data and the specific disaster test data are both
collected from Twitter, it is still interesting to empirically find the
degree to which the RNN-based model trained on general Twitter
data can or cannot generalize to disaster data. Finally, regarding
question (3), while it is expected that the model will have better per-
formance when trained and tested on specific disaster tweet data,
it is interesting to understand how significant the improvement is
and what additional information helps the most.
While investigating the above research questions, we found that
the exact match F1-based evaluation is not ideal for determining
the quality of the extracted keyphrases. As an alternative to the
exact match F1 metric, we explored embedding-based similarity
metrics [11, 12, 35, 48], and proposed a novel extension to symmetric
greedy embedding based similarity scoring. The extension allows
for more fine-grained control over the penalty for the difference in
the number of ground-truth and predicted keyphrases.
We describe our extensions to the original RNN-based model
for keyphrase extraction [63] in Section 3. In Section 4, we present
the details of our datasets. We describe the experimental setting
in Section 5.1, and the details of our embedding-based evaluation
metric in Section 5.2. Finally, we present and discuss our results in
Section 5.3 and conclude the paper in Section 6.
2 RELATEDWORK
Keyphrase extraction can be supervised or unsupervised. Super-
vised approaches treat keyphrase extraction as a classification prob-
lem. In supervised approaches, a model is trained to learn to classify
keyphrases from training data that is annotated with keyphrases
[7, 13, 18, 28, 56, 57, 62]. Many unsupervised keyphrase extraction
techniques had also been previously proposed [10, 15, 24, 27, 33, 47,
49, 53]. They usually extract candidate keyphrases and rank them
based on term frequencies, word co-occurrences, and other similar
features. However, the length of tweets is usually too short for most
of these techniques to be applicable. Currently, tweets are limited
to a length of 280 characters, with the average length of the tweets
in a collection being even smaller. Furthermore, keyphrases will
rarely occur more than once in a single tweet. These issues along
with the noisiness of tweets can make keyphrase extraction from
social media platforms such as Twitter a difficult task.
Some of the previous works on keyphrase extraction from Twit-
ter [5, 66] take the approach of inferring keyphrases from multiple
tweets. Thus, they can only extract some topical information and
trends that are common to multiple tweets. At the level of multiple
tweets, some of the word-count based approaches for keyphrase
extraction can be still applicable. However, our target is to extract
keyphrases from single tweets. Along this line, the approaches
proposed by Marujo et al. [30] and Zhang et al. [63] work for sin-
gle tweets. Marujo et al. [30] showed that word embeddings in a
system such as MAUI [31] performs better than the TF-IDF base-
line [53]. Furthermore, the Joint-Layer-RNN model proposed by
Zhang et al. [63] was shown to be even better than the model pro-
posed by Marujo et al. [30]. The joint-layer RNN model can predict
keyphrases of any arbitrary length, based on single tweets, without
any significant pre-processing or hand-engineered features. Thus,
we chose to focus on this model in our study.
Regarding retrieval and filtering of tweets during disasters, there
are many previous works related to processing social media during
emergency situations [19], extracting information from Twitter
to enhance situational awareness [21, 58, 59], and classifying or
clustering disaster-relevant tweets [3, 54, 64], among others. How-
ever, to the best of our knowledge, no existing works have focused
specifically on the extraction of keyphrases from disaster tweets, a
task that we focus on in this study.
Finally, in terms of evaluation, there are previous works related
to embedding-based similarity metrics [11, 12, 35, 48], which we
also investigate. These metrics have been used for paraphrase de-
tection, assessment of student input [48], and other similar tasks
including assessment of the quality of generated dialogues [25, 51]
by conversational models. We show that embedding-based simi-
larity metrics can also be used to compare the quality of predicted
keyphrases with respect to the ground truth keyphrases. Our spe-
cific evaluation method is based on the symmetric greedy matching
embedding-based metric, which was introduced in [48].
3 APPROACH
Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN): All models investigated in
this work are based on RNN, and are inspired by themodel proposed
by Zhang et al. [63]. Given an input sequence, (x1,x2,x3, ...,xn ),
an RNN processes each token xt at every time-step t by producing
a hidden state, ht , using the previous hidden state, ht−1, from the
previous time-step t − 1. Formally, this can be expressed as:
ht = f (xt ,ht−1) (1)
where f is a non-linear activation function. The final output of an
RNN can be a sequence of hidden states, (h1,h2,h3, ...,hn ). We used
a specific type of RNN, called Long-Short Term Memory (LSTM)
network [17]. An LSTM is equipped with three gates (an input gate,
i , an output gate, o, and a forget gate, f ), along with a cell-state, c ,
and a hidden state, h. The function of an LSTM at each time-step, t ,
given the input, xt , can be described with the following equations:
ft = σ (xtWf + ht−1Uf + bf ) (2)
it = σ (xtWi + ht−1Ui + bi ) (3)
ot = σ (xtWo + ht−1Uo + bo ) (4)
дt = tanh(xtWc + ht−1Uc + bc ) (5)
ct = ft ⊙ ct−1 + it ⊙ дt (6)
ht = ot ⊙ tanh(ct ) (7)
where xt ∈ Rd ,ht , ct ∈ Rh ,Wf ,Wi ,Wo ,Wc ∈ Rdxh ,Uf ,Ui ,Uo ,Uc
∈ Rhxh , bf ,bi ,bo ,bc ∈ Rh (h represents the number of hidden
units, and d represents the dimension of the input), σ is usually the
sigmoid activation function, and ⊙ is the Hadamard product.
The LSTM that we used is bidirectional [16], in that it has
two encoders: one forward and one backward. The forward en-
coder starts processing the input sequence (x1,x2,x3, ...,xn ) from
left to right, thus, creating a forward hidden state representation
(−→h1,−→h2,−→h3, ..,−→hn ) of the input sequence. The backward encoder
starts processing the input sequence from right to left, thus, creating
a backward hidden state representation (←−h1,←−h2,←−h3, ..,←−hn ) of the in-
put sequence. The final hidden state representation (h1,h2,h3, ...,hn )
is created by combining the forward and backward representations
(often using the concatenation operator). Formally, we have:
−→
ht = LSTM(xt ,−→h t−1) (8)
←−
ht = LSTM(xt ,←−h t−1) (9)
ht = [−→ht ;←−ht ] (10)
To make predictions, linear transformations of the hidden states
are then passed to a softmax layer.
Similar to the model proposed by Zhang et al. [63], our mod-
els use a stack of two Bi-LSTMs. The first Bi-LSTM layer takes
the original sequence, (x1,x2,x3, ...,xn ), as input, and produces a
hidden state sequence, h(1)1:n = (h
(1)
1 ,h
(1)
2 ,h
(1)
3 , ...,h
(1)
n ). The second
Bi-LSTM takes the hidden sequence produced by the first Bi-LSTM
layer as input, and produces a sequence of deeper hidden state
representations h(2)1:n = (h
(2)
1 ,h
(2)
2 ,h
(2)
3 , ...,h
(2)
n ). Formally:
h
(1)
t = BiLSTM1(xt ,h(1)t−1) (11)
h
(2)
t = BiLSTM2(h(1)t ,h(2)t−1) (12)
Following Zhang et al. [63], we jointly trained the two stacked
Bi-LSTMs on two different but related tasks, in a supervised fashion.
The first Bi-LSTM was trained to simply find keywords in a text.
This can be viewed as a binary classification task, where detected
keywords are classified as ‘1’, and other words are classified as ‘0’.
Let the loss function J1(θ ) represent the classification error of a
non-linear transformation of the first hidden layer units, h(1)1:n . The
hidden layer of the second Bi-LSTM was trained for a relatively
more complex task that builds upon the task of the hidden layer of
the first Bi-LSTM. Specifically, the second Bi-LSTM was trained to
detect keyphrases by using its hidden units h(2)1:n to tag the sequence
using the BIOES scheme. In BIOES, ‘B’ refers to the beginning word
of a keyphrase, ‘E’ refers to the last word of the keyphrase, ‘I’ refers
to the word being inside the keyphrase (in-between ‘B’ and ‘E’), ‘S’
refers to any single word keyphrase, and ‘O’ is any word that is
not a part of a keyphrase. Let the loss function J2(θ ) represent the
tagging error of a non-linear transformation of the second RNN
hidden layer units, h(2)2:n . The final loss J (θ ) can then be expressed
as the combination of the two losses, J1(θ ) and J2(θ ), specifically:
J (θ ) = γ · J1(θ ) + (1 − γ ) · J2(θ ) (13)
whereγ is a hyperparameter in the interval [0,1]. Themodel updates
its trainable parameters to minimize the loss function, J (θ ), through
backpropagation during training. The loss from a low-level task
(keyword discovery) can also serve as additional regularization for
the main task (keyphrase extraction). Intuitively, the two stacked
networks correspond to two different, but related tasks - essentially,
it is an instance of multi-task learning [26, 52].
Contextual Word Embeddings: Word embeddings are high di-
mensional vector representations of words. Often, embedding algo-
rithms encode contextual information into the vector representa-
tions, such that when clustering word-vectors using the Euclidean
distance or Cosine-similarity, vectors corresponding to words that
appear in similar contexts tend to cluster together. However, classic
word embedding models [34, 42] have certain limitations. They can
only accommodate one particular vector representation for each
word. This restricts the models from being able to capture polysemy
(the same word can have completely different meanings in different
contexts). The models can also be restricted to a specific vocabulary,
which the model has been trained on. Moreover, they can also be
blind to morphological information.
Peters et al. [43] proposed the use of a pre-trained language
model to create contextualized word embeddings (called ELMo
embeddings), which can tackle some of these issues. They used a
character level Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) [65] followed
by a language model based on Bi-LSTM (however, other architec-
tures can be used [44]). The word embeddings were constructed by
a weighted summation of the hidden state representations of the
words at various layers of the language model. As a result, there
are some interesting benefits. As the initial word-embedding can be
done by a CNN at the character level, there is no word-level vocabu-
lary restriction. Also, as the embedding is done by a language model,
the embedding of a word is conditioned on the context of all the
surrounding words. Therefore, the same word can be represented
using different word-vectors if it appears in different contexts.
As an enhancement to the main RNN-based model, which uses
Glove embeddings1 [42] to represent the input words, we concate-
nated the ELMo embeddings with GloVe embeddings pre-trained
on a Twitter corpus. We used Flair2[2] to load the Twitter GloVe
embeddings and TensorFlow hub3 to load the ELMo embeddings.
Modeling Tweet Noisiness: In Twitter, people often use short-
hands, slang, arbitrary capitalizations, and varied lexical representa-
tions for a word, all of which contribute to a high overall noisiness
1https://nlp.stanford.edu/projects/glove/
2https://github.com/zalandoresearch/flair
3https://tfhub.dev/google/elmo/2
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Figure 1: Joint-layer Bi-LSTM with word embeddings, POS-
tags embeddings, and IPA & phonological embeddings.
in tweets. For this reason, many Natural Language Processing tools
are found to perform noticeably worse when used on Twitter or
similar social media domains, even when they perform very well on
cleaner data (like news articles) [1, 46]. Aguilar et al. [1] proposed
various ways to combat the inherent noisiness in social media plat-
forms. They noted how Twitter users often tend to spell words
based on their pronunciations. Thus, while spellings of a word may
differ in their lexical format, they tend to have similar phonetics.
Therefore, we can create more normalized representations of the
words by using their phonetics or corresponding IPA (International
Phonetic Alphabet) letters, alongside with their phonological fea-
tures. Following the work of Aguilar et al. [1], we used Epitran4
[36] to convert graphemes to phonemes (represented using IPA),
and Panphon5 [37] to convert each IPA phoneme into a vector rep-
resenting various phonological (articulatory) features associated
with it. In addition, we noticed that words that are nouns or adjec-
tives are generally better candidates for keywords. For example,
disaster names (nouns) can often be used as keyphrases. Therefore,
similar to [1], we also added part-of-speech (POS) information to
our model. We used the Twitter optimized POS-tagger6 as provided
by Owoputi et al. [41] for POS-tagging.
We used randomly initialized trainable embeddings for each
POS-tag and IPA symbol. We directly used the phonological vector
representations created with Panphon as embeddings for phonolog-
ical features. We concatenated the embeddings of IPA symbols with
their corresponding phonological feature vectors. The result of the
concatenation, a character level representation of the phonetics and
4https://github.com/dmort27/epitran
5https://github.com/dmort27/panphon
6http://www.cs.cmu.edu/~ark/TweetNLP/
phonological features for each word, was fed to a character-level
CNN [65], followed by a global max-pooling layer, to create word
level representations. Note that the character-level processing may
also allow the network to capture some morphological information.
Unlike Aguilar et al., we chose to use a CNN as opposed to a Bi-
LSTM for creating the word level representations, because using
a Bi-LSTM at character level can be much more computationally
expensive and time-consuming than using a CNN. The output of
the CNN was concatenated with the POS embeddings, ELMo em-
beddings, and GloVe embeddings. The resultant representation was
then fed to the stacked Bi-LSTM. Figure 1 illustrates this setup.
4 DATASETS
We performed our experiments on both general and disaster-related
Twitter datasets. For the general Twitter dataset, we used the
dataset7 published in [63], which is annotated with keyprases. The
training and test data were provided as separate files. We used 80%
of the training data for actual training and 20% for validation.
We constructed the disaster training and validation datasets by
combining disaster-related tweets that have hashtags, from several
disasters, specifically, Boston Bombing, Hurricane Harvey, and
Hurricane Sandy. We used 80% of the data for training and 20% for
validation. We used the combination of disaster-related tweets, with
hashtags, fromMexico Earthquake, HurricaneMaria, andHurricane
Irma as test data. To annotate the training, validation and test tweets
with keyphrases, we first made use of hashtags. The hashtagged
units (marked with ‘#’) in the tweets used are often multi-word
phrases without any spaces in-between. We used WordSegment8
to split the hashtagged multi-word phrases into individual words.
These segmented words were used as ground truth for keyphrase
extraction. This is similar to how Zhang et al. [63] prepared their
annotations. Since hashtags are often used to mark topical phrases
or phrases related to some trends, they represent good candidates
for keyphrases. In addition, we also used a crisis-lexicon [38] to
find disaster-related words (at both unigram and bigram level) in
the dataset, and marked them as ground-truth keyphrases. We
also added some of our own phrases such as “Boston Bombing”,
“Hurricane Sandy”, “Mexico Earthquake” to the crisis-lexicon.
For both the general and disaster datasets, we filtered out tweets
that were longer than 200 tokens or shorter than 5 tokens after
tokenization. Table 1 shows the exact number of tweets we used for
training, validation, and testing in each dataset. In addition, Table 1
shows the total number of keyphrases and the average number of
keyphrases per tweet in each dataset. As can be seen, the average
number of keyphrases/hashtags per tweet in the disaster dataset is
approximately twice the average number of keyphrases/hashtags
per tweet.
There are other differences in terms of keyphrase usage between
the general and the disaster datasets. First, the types of keyphrases
used in the two datasets are quite different, as the disaster dataset
contains a more limited vocabulary related to disasters, while the
general dataset has a more diverse vocabulary. This can be seen by
comparing the two wordclouds shown in Figure 2. Furthermore,
from Figure 2, we can also see that there are many frequently
7https://github.com/fudannlp16/KeyPhrase-Extraction
8http://www.grantjenks.com/docs/wordsegment/
General Twitter Training Samples
Validation Samples
Test Samples:
Total Keyphrases
Avg Keyphrases per Tweet
62290
15572
33392
111254
1.00
Disaster Twitter Training Samples
Validation Samples
Test Samples
Total Keyphrases
Avg Keyphrases per Tweet
68128
17032
37106
221408
1.81
Table 1: Dataset summary.
occurring keyphrases in the disaster data, whereas there are a lot
fewer keyphrases that appear as frequently in the general data.
At last, we point out that the disaster test data is quite different
from the disaster training (and validation) data, given that the test
data contains tweets related to different disasters as compared to
the disasters in the training and validation data. In particular, a
significant fraction of the disaster test data is made of disaster
tweets posted during the Mexico Earthquake, while the training
and validation data do not contain tweets related to earthquakes.
However, both training/validation and test data contain tweets
collected during hurricanes, although the hurricanes used in the
training/validation are different from those used in the test. The
differences in the disaster training and test data can be observed
in Figure 3. We intentionally created a challenging test dataset
that allows us to evaluate the model’s performance on data from
a disaster that does not appear in the training, to understand the
usability of the model in a realistic scenario.
5 EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
5.1 Experimental Setting
One of our goals was to enhance the original model proposed
in [63] with contextual information (in the form of contextual
word embeddings), and also with information that can alleviate
the noisiness of the Twitter data (specifically, phonology and POS
tag information). Thus, our set of experiments was designed to
compare the baseline model [63] with the proposed variants. The
implementation details of the models are described below. Hyper-
parameters were selected based on common values used in similar
prior architectures, and/or (limited) tuning on the validation set.
Joint-layer Bi-LSTM (J-Bi-LSTM): This model serves as our base-
line. We parsed each sequence using a window of size 3, that is,
each token in the sequence was represented by three consecu-
tive words. As an example, if the sequence is (s1, s2, s3), after pars-
ing it with a window of size 3, the sequence gets converted into
([SOS, s1, s2], [s1, s2, s3], [s2, s3,EOS]) (where SOS is a special tag
denoting the start of the sequence, and EOS is a similar tag de-
noting the end of the sequence). The 3-word representation of a
token was used to encode more contextual information into each
token, before feeding the tokens into the LSTM. Zhang et al. [63]
empirically found 3 to be a good choice for the window size. Each
word/token in the sequence was embedded with a 100-dimensional
GloVe vector pre-trained on a general Twitter corpus. The embed-
dings were further fine-tuned during training. Each LSTM network
had 300 hidden units. We used a dropout of 0.5 [4] on the input to
the first and second LSTMs. We also used a dropout with the same
rate on the output from the second LSTM. For training, we used
the nadam optimizer [9] with a learning rate of 0.0015. Finally, we
used an γ value of 0.5 for joining the two loss functions J1(θ ) and
J2(θ ). Tuning this hyperparameter may lead to better results.
J-Bi-LSTM with ELMo Embeddings (J-Bi-LSTM+ELMo): This
variant is similar to the baseline model, except that it uses 1024
dimensional ELMo embeddings, along with the GloVe embeddings.
The two types of embeddings, GloVe and ELMo, are concatenated
together. As the ELMo embeddings have much higher dimensional-
ity, and are designed to encode contextual information, we did not
use the window approach for this model. Other implementation
details and hyperparameters are similar to those in the baseline.
J-Bi-LSTM with IPA & POS (J-Bi-LSTM+IPA+POS): This variant
is also similar to the baseline, except that it uses IPA-embeddings,
phonological feature vectors and POS-tag embeddings along with
the GloVe embeddings (with a window of size 3). We used 64-
dimensional embeddings for POS-tags and 22-dimensional embed-
dings for IPA symbols. The phonological feature vectors have 22
dimensions as well. For the character-level CNN, we used 128 filters
and a kernel of size 3. As before, other implementation details and
hyperparameters are similar to those in the baseline.
J-Bi-LSTMwithELMo, IPA&POS (J-Bi-LSTM+ELMo+IPA+POS):
To evaluate the combined effect of the contextual word embed-
dings and IPA/POS-tags, this variant makes use of IPA-embeddings,
phonological feature vectors and POS-tag embeddings, along with
the concatenation of GloVe and ELMo embeddings. Other imple-
mentation details and hyperparameters are the same as before.
We compare the above models in three different settings: (1) we
train all models on general tweet data and test them also on general
tweet data. The goal of this comparison was to see if the additional
information used can improve the performance of the baseline;
(2) we train all models on the general tweet data and test them
on the disaster tweet data, with the goal of understanding how
much information can be transferred from the general tweet data to
the disaster-specific tweet data; (3) we train all models on disaster
tweet data and test them also on disaster tweet data. The goal of
this experiment was to see how much the models improve by being
trained on specific disaster data, and also what type of information
leads to the largest performance improvements.
5.2 Evaluation Metrics
The J-Bi-LSTM based models take a sequence-labeling approach
towards keyphrase extraction. Thus, the precision, recall, and F1-
measure can be used to evaluate the results. A keyphrase predicted
by the model is considered to be correct if there exists an exact
matching keyphrase in the same position in the ground-truth an-
notation; otherwise, the prediction is considered incorrect.
Despite being frequently used, the F1-measure may not be ideal for
evaluating the quality of predicted keyphrases. For example, if the
ground-truth keyphrase is “harvey”, and the extracted keyphrase is
“harvey hurricane”, the exact-F1 measure will be zero. Therefore,
the model can produce appropriate predictions, or sometimes even
better predictions than the ground-truth annotations, but still, re-
ceives a zero score. Similarly, a model may detect some keyphrases
that are semantically similar to the ground-truth, but not exact
matches. For example, the model may detect ‘tremor’ instead of
‘earthquake’. In these cases too, the model will receive a zero score,
whereas presumably some points should be awarded to the model
for predicting something close to the ground truth.
The above reasons led us to explore embedding-based measures.
It has been shown that the cosine-similarity between certain vec-
tor representations (such as GloVe or word2vec embeddings) of
semantically similar words tend to be high. Intuitively, we can
use cosine-similarity of such word embeddings to measure the
degree of similarity between them, as an alternative to simply
checking for an exact match. Embedding-based metrics have been
used in evaluating the quality of generated dialogues, detecting
paraphrases, assessing student responses, and other similar tasks.
Here, we are interested in comparing the ground-truth keyphrases
with the predicted keyphrases. However, taking the order and po-
sitional information into account, while comparing them can be
complicated. For example, consider a case where there are two gold
keyphrases ‘K1’ and ‘K2’ at consecutive locations P1 and P2, respec-
tively, whereas the predicted keyphrase is ‘K1 K2’ (covering both P1
and P2 locations). Such cases make it complicated to use positional
information for comparison. Thus, we moved our focus from the
standard sequence-labeling evaluation approach to an approach
that seems more natural to the task of keyphrase extraction.
Specifically, we first extracted the gold and predicted keyphrases
from a labeled sequence and converted them into sets of keyphrases.
By doing this, the order information was ignored, and duplicates
were removed. As a result, we obtained two sets - a set of gold
keyphrases and a set of predicted keyphrases. Our goal was to use
the embedding based metrics to measure the overlap between these
sets. However, each keyphrase in the gold and predicted sets, re-
spectively, can have an arbitrary number of words, each with its
own word embedding. This further complicates the keyphrase-to-
keyphrase comparison. To simplify the task, we took the average of
the word-embeddings in each phrase to create phrase-level embed-
dings. Given the phrase-level embeddings, the embedding-based
metrics can be used in several ways to score the overall quality of
the predicted keyphrases using the gold keyphrases as the standard.
Some of these methods are described below.
Average Embeddings: One approach is to take the average [11,
22, 35] of all phrase-level embeddings in the set of gold keyphrases.
(Alternatively, we can also use the most extreme value [12] along
each dimension, across all the phrase-level-embeddings in the set.)
Then, we can either compute the average of cosine-similarity scores
between the phrase-level embedding of each predicted keyphrase
and the average-gold-embedding, or we can compute the cosine-
similarity score between the average embedding of the predicted
keyphrases and the average embedding of the gold keyphrases.
Greedy Matching: Another approach is to make word to word (or
in our case, keyphrase to keyphrase) comparisons without creating
single representations for all keyphrases in the sets. In this approach,
we can score each keyphrase from the set of predicted keyphrases in
two steps. In the first step, we compute the cosine-similarity scores
between the predicted keyphrase under consideration and each
keyphrase in the set of gold keyphrases. In the second step, we take
the maximum of all the computed cosine-similarity scores for each
predicted keyphrase. The maximum cosine-similarity score should
correspond to the best matching keyphrase in the gold set for a
particular predicted keyphrase. Thus, each predicted keyphrase can
be scored. Finally, we can take the average of the scores to get the
final score for the model’s prediction [48]:
GM(pred,дold ) =
∑p
i=1 score(predi ,дold)
p
(14)
where p is the number of predicted keyphrases, pred is the set of
predicted keyphrases, gold is the set of gold keyphrases, and predi ,
with i ∈ 1,p, are the elements of pred. GM is the greedy match
scoring function, and score(predi ,дold) is the maximum cosine-
similarity achieved between predi and any keyphrase from gold.
However, this scoring is not symmetric.GM(pred,дold )will not
necessarily be the same as GM(дold,pred ). Inspired from [48], we
can use the following formula to calculate a symmetric score:
T = GM(pred,дold ) +GM(дold,pred ) (15)
SymmGM(pred,дold ) = T2 (16)
There is another benefit of the symmetric scoring. IfGM(pred,дold)
is used alone, the model can be scored highly even if there is only
one prediction in the set which happens to match very well with
just one gold keyphrase, among multiple other gold keyphrases
that were not predicted. Similarly, GM(дold,pred ) can produce
a high score, even if there is only one keyprhase in the gold set
that matches very well with just one predicted keyphrase, among
multiple other predicted keyphrases that do not match with the
gold. Using SymmGM(pred,дold ) mitigates these issues.
Optimal matching: This approach, proposed by Rus and Lintean
[48], can be used to first create an optimal group of exclusive phrase-
to-phrase pairs using the Kuhn-Munkres method [20] for optimal
assignment. Then, each predicted keyphrase can be scored simply
by computing its cosine-similarity with the gold-keyphrase that it is
paired with. The later steps are similar to those of greedy matching.
Proposed embedding-based metric:We chose greedy matching
as the backbone of our proposed embedding-basedmetric. As we are
dealing with small sets of discrete keyphrases, we found it more ap-
propriate to choose a phrase-to-phrase comparison approach such
as greedy matching or optimal matching. A predicted keyphrase
can be considered appropriate if it is similar to any of the gold
keyphrases. Therefore, to score the correctness of the predictions,
we chose to allow multiple predicted keyphrases to be matched to
the same gold keyphrase if needed. However, optimal matching
can only allow exclusive one-to-one pairs. This is why we did not
choose the optimal matching.
We should note that if we simply use the average score when cal-
culating GM(pred,дold ) and GM(дold,pred ), the variation in the
Gold and prediction F1 No alpha-beta
No threshold
General Embd
No alpha-beta
No threshold
Crisis Embd
General
Embd
Crisis
Embd
1 Gold: teen choice
Prediction: teen choice awards
0% 95.6% 88.4% 95.6% 88.4%
2 Gold: earthquake, volunteers, working together
Prediction: earthquake, volunteers working together
40% 93.1% 92.1% 80.5% 79.8%
3 Gold: storm, cloud, calamity
Prediction: tornado, cloudy sky, disaster
0% 61.1% 30.9% 52.3% 13.4%
4 Gold: harvey
Prediction: hurricane
0% 25.2% 63.20% 0% 63.20%
5 Gold: hurricane harvey, hurricane, katrina, red cross, bombing
Prediction: hurricane, harvey, katrina hurricane, cross, boston bombing
20% 90% 93.4% 90% 93.4%
6 Gold: boston bombing, hurricane harvey, red cross
Prediction: hurricane harvey
50% 83.3% 77.4% 54.2% 44.4%
7 Gold: boston bombing, hurricane harvey
Prediction: hurricane harvey, boston, bombing, red cross
33.3% 90.2% 90.3% 70.3% 70.2%
Table 2: General and crisis embedding-based scores versus F1 scores on seven sets of gold/predicted keyphrases.
number of keyphrases in gold and predmay not be completely taken
into account by greedymatching.More specifically,GM(pred,дold )
can be high as long as all the predicted keyphrases achieve high
cosine-similarity scores with any one of the gold keyphrases. But it
may not take into account how many more or less keyphrases there
may be in the gold set as compared to those in the pred set. Similarly,
GM(дold,pred ) can be high, as long as all the gold keyphrases
achieve high cosine-similarity scores with any of the predicted
keyphrases, without taking into account how many more or less
keyphrases there may be in the pred set as compared to those in the
gold set. BothGM(pred,дold ) andGM(дold,pred )may be high at
the same time despite wide variation in the number of predicted
keyphrases and gold keyphrases, when most of the keyphrases in
gold and pred are very similar to each other. To account for this,
we may want to penalize the model for extracting too little or too
many keyphrases compared to the gold. This can be done with a
simple modification to the GM definition:
GM ′(pred,дold ) =
∑p
i=1 score(predi ,дold)
max(p,д) (17)
GM ′(дold,pred ) =
∑д
i=1 score(дoldi ,pred)
max(p,д) (18)
T ′ = GM ′(pred,дold ) +GM ′(дold,pred ) (19)
SymmGM ′(pred,дold ) = T
′
2 (20)
where д is the number of gold keyphrases, and p is the number of
predicted keyphrases as defined before. SymmGM ′(pred,дold ) is
the overall score. If д is higher than p, the GM ′(pred,дold) score
will be lower as compared to the GM(pred,дold) score, and if p is
higher than д, then GM ′(дold,pred ) will be lower as compared
toGM(дold,pred ). Intuitively, we can think ofGM ′(pred,дold) as
penalizing the overall score, when д is higher than p, and we can
think of GM ′(дold,pred ) as penalizing the overall score when p is
higher than д.
However, we may also want to have more fine-grained control
over the degree of penalty. Typically, SymmGM(pred,дold )will be
high even when there is wide variation in the lengths of pred and
gold sets if most of the predicted and gold kephrases are similar
to each other. But if that is the case, the predictions are still likely
to be appropriate. Moreover, in general, variation in the number
of keyphrases can be implicitly penalized by plain averages (with
GM(дold,pred ) andGM(pred,дold )) because with wide variation,
there will be higher chances for there to be phrases unique to only
one set, which are dissimilar with any of the phrases in the other
set. For these reasons, we may want to constrain the penalty for
the variation of length, which can be achieved as another extension
of the GM scoring. First note that:
max(p,д) = p +max(0,д − p) = д +max(0,p − д) (21)
To gain more fine-grained control over the penalty for the length
variation, we use two new parameters α and β , as follows:
GMext (pred,дold ) =
∑p
i=1 score(predi ,дold)
p + α ·max(0,д − p) (22)
GMext (дold,pred ) =
∑д
i=1 score(дoldi ,pred)
д + β ·max(0,p − д) (23)
Text = GMext (pred,дold ) +GMext (дold,pred ) (24)
G(pred,дold ) = Text2 (25)
Intuitively, α and β can be used to modulate the penalty for p be-
ing smaller than д, and for p being greater than д, respectively.
This leads to a more general formulation. For example, when α
is 0, GMext (pred,дold ) is just GM(pred,дold ), and when α is 1,
GMext (pred,дold ) is just GM ′(pred,дold ). G(pred,дold ) is sym-
metric when α and β have the same value.
We used G(pred,дold ) to compare a predicted keyphrase set
with a gold keyphrase set, with α and β both being set to 0.7. In
addition, we also used a threshold θ of 0.4 on each cosine-similarity
scores to limit the contribution of lower-scoring matches, and im-
plicitly, to limit the range ofG(pred,дold ) to values between 0 and
1. That is, if the cosine similarity score is lower than a specified
threshold, we assigned it a score of 0, otherwise, the actual score is
used. The values of α , β , and θ were selected intuitively. There is
room for empirical studies in the future to determine how people
judge the evaluation quality for different values of α , β , and θ .
Embedding-based versus F1-measure evaluation: In Table 2,
we used several sets of predicted keyphrases and gold keyphrases
to compare the exact-match F1-measure with greedy matching
(no alpha-beta and no threshold), and our proposed embedding-
based metric. The last five examples are fabricated pairs of gold
keyphrases and predictions to serve as case studies for compari-
son. For the embedding-based metric, we used both GloVe embed-
dings pre-trained on general Twitter (General Embd), and GloVe
embeddings that we trained on a crisis-related Twitter corpus (Cri-
sis Embd). The crisis-related embeddings were trained on three
previously published crisis datasets, specifically, CrisisLexT6 [39],
CrisisLexT26 [40] and 2CTweets [50], together with tweets col-
lected using the Twitter Streaming API during Hurricanes Harvey,
Irma, and Maria, and Mexico Earthquake. The total corpus contains
approximately 5.8 million tweets. As can be seen in Table 2, the
embedding-based scores appear to be more appropriate than the
F1 scores, based on a human understanding of the keyphrases. We
can also notice (see example 3) that the general Twitter GloVe em-
beddings can be better for scoring the semantic similarity between
general words than the crisis embeddings. This may be because
the general Twitter embeddings were trained on a much larger
corpus, which is more diverse and general. However, crisis em-
beddings appear to be better for scoring the similarity between
disaster-related words, especially if disaster-related named-entities
are involved (see example 4). This is probably because the crisis
embeddings were trained on more recent Twitter data and, specifi-
cally, on disaster-related data. Not so surprisingly, we also find that
crisis embedding-based scores are higher on the disaster data, and
general Twitter embedding-based scores are higher on the general
data in Table 4. Alpha-beta modulated embedding scores are gener-
ally more stringent than embedding scores without the modulation.
Without alpha-beta modulation and thresholding, the embedding
metrics work as standard greedy matching. The difference made
by alpha-beta modulation is most sharply noticeable in examples
6 and 7 where there is a significant difference in the number of
gold keyphrases and predicted keyphrases. As can be seen, without
alpha-beta modulation, the embedding scores are very high despite
the difference in length between the two sets of keyphrases.
5.3 Results
The results of our experiments for the three settings discussed in
Section 5.1 are presented in Tables 3 and 4. Table 3 shows precision,
recall, and F1 scores, based on exact keyphrase matches (where
the order of the keyphrases and the position are both taken into
account). Table 4 shows F1 scores versus GMext embedding-based
scores, computed by comparing a set of predicted keyphrases with
a set of gold keyphrases (where the order of the keyphrases and the
position are both ignored, and duplicate keyphrases are removed).
Thus, while the F1 scores in Tables 3 and 4 may appear to be incon-
sistent, we would like to point out that the differences are due to
the way the scores are calculated in each table, as explained above.
Model P R F1
Trained and tested on general data
J-Bi-LSTM 83.95% 80.81% 82.35%
J-Bi-LSTM+ELMo 84.39% 81.65% 82.99%
J-Bi-LSTM+IPA+POS 84.94% 81.63% 83.25%
J-Bi-LSTM+ELMo+IPA+POS 85.25% 81.53% 83.35%
Trained on general data; tested on disaster data
J-Bi-LSTM 37.49% 09.92% 15.68%
J-Bi-LSTM+ELMo 35.88% 09.69% 15.26%
J-Bi-LSTM+IPA+POS 34.53% 08.79% 14.01%
J-Bi-LSTM+ELMo+IPA+POS 36.50% 09.06% 14.51%
Trained and tested on disaster data
J-Bi-LSTM 65.21% 61.46% 63.28%
J-Bi-LSTM+ELMo 67.67% 59.60% 63.38%
J-Bi-LSTM+IPA+POS 69.06% 61.98% 65.33%
J-Bi-LSTM+ELMo+IPA+POS 67.14% 60.37% 63.57%
Table 3: Precision, Recall, and F1 scores based on the
sequence-labeling evaluation (using exact matches).
Model F1 General
Embd
Crisis
Embd
Trained and tested on general data
J-Bi-LSTM 81.31% 89.22% 86.33%
J-Bi-LSTM+ELMo 82.24% 90.26% 87.37%
J-Bi-LSTM+IPA+POS 82.11% 89.95% 88.84%
J-Bi-LSTM+ELMo+IPA+POS 82.28% 90.14% 87.43%
Trained on general data; tested on disaster data
J-Bi-LSTM 17.73% 28.30% 38.99%
J-Bi-LSTM+ELMo 17.30% 29.22% 40.95%
J-Bi-LSTM+IPA+POS 16.22% 29.15% 39.47%
J-Bi-LSTM+ELMo+IPA+POS 16.88% 28.58% 38.09%
Trained and tested on disaster data
J-Bi-LSTM 63.17% 76.97% 80.89%
J-Bi-LSTM+ELMo 62.61% 76.55% 80.56%
J-Bi-LSTM+IPA+POS 65.32% 77.30% 81.09%
J-Bi-LSTM+ELMo+IPA+POS 61.33% 75.32% 79.29%
Table 4: general and crisis embedding-based scores versus F1
scores, when comparing predicted with gold keyphrases.
We calculated the F1-scores in Table 4 by comparing sets, in order
to make them more comparable to the embedding-based scores. We
will next analyze the performance of each model individually.
Baseline (J-Bi-LSTM): The baseline achieved scores in the low-to-
mid 80% range when trained and tested on general data, and scores
in the low-to-mid 60% range when trained and tested on disaster
data. Surprisingly, its performance is close to the performance of
other models, which use richer information. Furthermore, the J-Bi-
LSTM model produced higher recall than models with ELMo on
disaster test data. Also, interestingly, the baseline model achieved
the best F1 score in Table 3, when trained on general data and tested
on disaster data. However, it was not the best scorer if we consider
its embedding-based scores in Table 4 instead.
J-Bi-LSTM+ELMo: The model enhanced with contextual word
embeddings achieved a slightly higher score than the baseline when
trained and tested on general Twitter data. An even better score
may have been possible if the ELMo embeddings were pre-trained
on a Twitter corpus. However, the F1 performance of this model
on disaster data after being trained on general data is lower than
the performance of the baseline, but its embedding-based scores
are higher. There is no significant difference between the overall F1
score of the baseline and the F1 score of this model when trained and
tested on disaster data. Although the model seems to get slightly
better precision, it struggles on recall more than the baseline.
J-Bi-LSTM+IPA+POS: The addition of POS, IPA and phonologi-
cal feature information generally improves the performance of the
J-Bi-LSTM+IPA+POS model over the baseline. The model even gets
a better score than the J-Bi-LSTM+ELMo model, and it achieves
similar performance to J-Bi-LSTM+ELMo+IPA+POS on the general
test data. So, simply adding POS, IPA and phonological information
may eliminate the need for ELMo embeddings. This could be be-
cause both ELMo and IPA (with phonological features) can model
some similar character-level information (like morphology). Fur-
thermore, as mentioned above, ELMo may not be expressing its full
potential in the Twitter domain because it was not pre-trained on a
noisy social media corpus. Interestingly, the J-Bi-LSTM+IPA+POS
appears to have the worst F1 score when trained on general data
and tested on disaster data, but it performs the best in terms of the
crisis embedding-based metric. When trained and tested on disaster
data, this model is also one of the better performers.
J-Bi-LSTM+ELMo+IPA+POS: Finally, the model enhanced with
ELMo embeddings, and also POS, IPA and phonological feature
information, achieved the best overall F1 score when trained and
tested on general data, but not in the other two scenarios. It seems
that the ELMo embeddings and the POS/phonetics may contain
somewhat overlapping information. ELMo can capture some char-
acter level information, which may be why adding further character
level information from IPA and phonological features do not give a
significant boost in performance. Overall the performance of this
model is similar to the performance of the JRNN+ELMo model on
the disaster data. We also considered training models using crisis
embeddings but they did not help.
In the remaining of this section, we will use the results in Tables 3
and 4 to answer our original questions. First, regarding question
(1), we can say that the models enhanced with contextual and/or
POS/phenomes information generally perform better than the base-
line model, although the baseline is not much worse.
Regarding our original question (2), we noted that the models
achieved much lower F1 scores when trained on general data and
tested on disaster data. It should be expected that the domain dif-
ferences contribute to the low score. However, there is another
important reason. As we mentioned before in Section 4, the average
number of keyphrases per disaster tweet is approximately twice the
average number of keyphrases per general tweet. Thus, it is likely
that the models, when trained on the general tweet data, learn to
predict one keyphrase per sample on average. This results in a sub-
stantial hit to their recall when tested on the disaster data, which
presents more variety in the number of keyphrases per tweet. Nev-
ertheless, as can be seen from figure 4(a), a model trained on general
data, can still predict keyphrases similar to the gold (Figure 3(b)).
Furthermore, their embedding-based scores are also much higher
than their overall F1 scores. Due to the fundamental differences in
the two datasets (as discussed in more details in Section 4), a model
may learn some parameters which are useful for general tweets,
but the same parameters may be counter-productive in the case of
tweets from the disaster test data. This may be why the models that
performed better on general data struggled more to generalize on
disaster data. But the results are not too straightforward, because
some of those models did generalize better on disaster data when
considering their embedding-based scores. Overall, it may be better
to be cautious about judging the models’ capabilities based on their
performance on a domain they were not even trained on.
Finally, to answer question (3), we can claim that the models
trained and tested on the disaster data can perform significantly
better than themodels trained on general data and tested on disaster
data. However, the performance scores on the disaster test data are
overall lower than those on the general test data. This is because we
used a rather challenging test set for the disaster data, as discussed
earlier. Furthermore, the low diversity of keyphrases in the disaster
training data can encourage the models to memorize more (and
thus overfit) instead of learning more general abstract features.
Nevertheless, they can still predict keyphrases that are fairly similar
to the gold (see Figures 3(b) and 4(b)), and their embedding-based
scores are better than the F1 scores.
6 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTUREWORK
We showed that the Joint-layer Bi-LSTM model can be a promising
approach for extracting disaster-related keyphrases from Tweets.
We also showed that ELMo embeddings and/or phonetics and
phonological features, along with POS-tags, can generally improve
the performance of the model. We discussed how the exact match
F1 can be an unsuitable metric for evaluating the quality of the pre-
dicted keyphrases, and we showed that embedding-based metrics
are more appropriate for this task. We further introduced novel ex-
tensions to the embedding-based metrics, to account for differences
in terms of the number of predicted and gold keyphrases.
In future work, we would like to focus on abstractive keyphrase
generation [32]. Taking a generative approach as opposed to an
extractive one would allow us to generate keyphrases that are
absent from the source text but still appropriate given the semantics
of the text. This can further enhance keyphrase-based search of
tweets related to a particular context (including disaster context).
7 ERRATA
There was a bug in calculating set-based evaluation measures (Ta-
ble 4) which skipped data with no predictions. We fixed it and
updated the results. The updated results are still consistent with
our statements.
(a) General test data (b) Disaster test data
Figure 2: Word clouds of the top 100 most frequent gold keyphrases from the general test data (a) and disaster test data (b).
(a) Disaster training data (b) Disaster test data
Figure 3: Word clouds of the top 100 most frequent gold keyphrases from disaster training data (a) and disaster test data (b).
(a) Predictions by model trained on general data (b) Predictions by model trained on disaster data
Figure 4: Word clouds of the top 100 most frequent keyphrases from the disaster test data, as predicted by the J-Bi-
LSTM+IPA+POS model trained on the general data (a) and J-Bi-LSTM+IPA+POS trained on disaster data (b).
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